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ABOVE: White tulips and alyssum celebrate spring. (Photograph by Stephen Whitner.)

ON THE COVER: Last February’s Northwest Flower and Garden Show included a display garden, designed

and installed by Riz Reyes and associates, featuring a springtime vignette.(Photograph by Riz Reyes.)
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Protecting the Arboretum:

Our Voices

Have Been Heard

he threat of an expanded SR 520 Bridge

across the north end of the Arboretum

on Foster Island has been looming over

us for decades.When I was hired nearly six years

ago, our board and our partners asked me to

lead a stepped-up advocacy effort to protect the

Arboretum and reduce the impacts of the

bridge—and through mitigation projects to

maybe even enhance this very special place. Our

board and our partners had very clear goals: (1)

Get rid of the ramps in the Arboretum, (2)

Reduce the traffic on Lake Washington

Boulevard, (3) Keep the roadway on Foster Island

as low and narrow as possible (consistent with

making it ready for a future light rail line), and

reduce noise and visual blight, (4) Make good

pedestrian and bike connections, and (5)

Improve the Arboretum to make up for unavoid-

able negative impacts through mitigation

projects.

In January, the Arboretum and Botanical

Garden Committee and the three partners in the

Arboretum signed an agreement with the State

Department of Transportation. It set forth what

will happen when the first bridge (the westbound

lanes) is constructed and established the frame-

work for the second phase, when the second

bridge (eastbound lanes) is funded and

constructed. As we look back together at our

goals, it is time to ask, “How did we do?” The

answer is this:

The Ramps: All of the ramps inside the

Arboretum will be gone! All of them! The

hulking “Ramps-to-Nowhere” will be torn down

in the first phase of construction. The currently

active ramps will come down in the second

phase. No one thought that we could get this

done.

Traffic on Lake Washington Boulevard:

New speed cushions and two new pedestrian

crosswalks have been installed to slow down

traffic on the Boulevard. Once the active ramps

are removed, some commuters who now use the

Boulevard to access SR 530 will use the

23rd/Montlake arterial, and traffic will be reduced.

Width, Height, Noise: The road will be as

narrow as possible for a modern six-lane highway

(one with breakdown lanes and a bike path).

Provision was made for future light rail. The

bridge will be higher than we wanted—to avoid

shading fish passages. But, modest noise walls and

“quieter-pavement” technology will reduce the

amount of noise from the bridge to below current

levels.

Bike and pedestrian connections: The

major project in Phase 1 will be a $7.5 million

multi-use trail for bicycles and pedestrians. It will

go from Madison Street along the east side of

Lake Washington Boulevard, all the way through

the Arboretum; in the future it will connect to

the new Montlake lid and across the Montlake

Bridge to the Burke Gilman Trail.

Major Mitigation Projects: AzaleaWay Pond

and parts of the upper Arboretum Creek will be

renovated in Phase l.The land where the “Ramps-

to-Nowhere” now stand will become part of the

Arboretum and our new North Entry. The lower

sections of Arboretum Creek will be daylighted

and restored, along with the wetlands nearby. A

new roundabout will transform the dangerous

intersection of Lake Washington Boulevard and

Foster Island Road. All of the latter will be done

in Phase 2.

When it is all done, approximately $20 million

will have been spent—not including the cost of

removing the ramps. Not since the Arboretum
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Other Projects:

Multi-Use Trail Project

• Arboretum Creek

• Azalea Way Pond

North Entry Project

Foster Island tribal/cultural

improvements

Art, aesthetic and landscape

enhancement of Foster

Island Crossing

v G - - _

Implementation of

Interpretive and Wayfinding

Plan

Support for traffic calming

implementation

!m_rn
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was first built over 70 years ago has so much

been invested in its improvement. Our achieve-

ment is truly remarkable. It took a large and

united team to make it happen. Three years ago,

when tills deal was first emerging, I wrote in this

space: “Thank you to all of you who spoke up on

behalf of the Arboretum. Please continue to stay

engaged until the decision is final. And, then,

maybe we will all be able to celebrate and say,

‘Hurrah, our collective voices have been heard!’”

Thank you to our board, staff, partners and all of

you.Thank you to the WSDOT staff who listened.

With your help, our collective voices indeed have

been heard! Hurrah!

Cheers,

Paige Miller, Executive Director,

Arboretum Foundation
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The Gig Harbor Garden Tour
By Karen Beck and Leslie Heineman

rom its humble beginnings in 1998, the Gig Harbor Garden Tour’s sole raison d’etre has been

literacy. Back then, it was a small community effort to raise funds in support of the Adult

Basic Skills Program at Tacoma Community College—Gig Harbor, which provides tutoring and

GED testing and helps students 16 years of age and older to improve job skills and prepare for college

and/or the GED.
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The Gig Harbor Garden Tour celebrates its

16th year in 2013- The two-day tour is run by

volunteers who enjoy the great sense of “giving

back” to our little community. The annual tour of

private gardens has grown to include a pre-tour

dinner and auction, free seminars with gardening

experts, art poster and calendar sales, and the

ever-popular, hand-painted Adirondack chair

raffle. With more than 1300 garden enthusiasts

from the greater Puget Sound region expected to

ABOVE: Hohman Garden. Photo by Inez Ritchey.

OPPOSITE: Autumn Crest Garden. Photo by

Mark Ritchey

attend the tour this year, the entire community

of Gig Harbor seems to be involved in one

capacity or another.

In 2012, the Gig Harbor Garden Tour’s Board

of Directors was able to substantially increase

donations to local
11Reach Out and Read” programs

that encourage early exposure to books and

reading by providing age-appropriate books to

children from birth to five years of age.The books

are distributed at well-child checks by Pediatric

Associates in Gig Harbor.

The Garden Tour also raised enough money

to include, for the first time, support for

“Communities in Schools,” a mentorship program

that empowers local kids to stay in school and

achieve in life.

Please spend the weekend with us in Gig

Harbor! Tour dates are June 29 and 30, 10:00-

5:00 p.m. Visit www.gigliarborgardentour.org for

more information or call (253) 241-6698. Exper-

ience the creative spirit and dedication of our local

gardeners, who have spent hundreds of hours to

ensure your visit will be a glorious garden gala!

OUR MISSION:

To promote literacy by supporting educational

programs for children and adults in the greater

Gig Harbor and Key Peninsula area.^
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Shear Madness
By Cass Turnbull

By the author of “Cass Turnbull’s Guide to Pruning”

andfounder of PlantAmnesty

t was 25 years ago that I set out to end

bad pruning in King County. The first

thing I did was write some articles

explaining what was wrong. I am still surprised

that the “Bulletin” saw fit to publish them. The

titles were: Birch Butchery, Cherry Stripping, and

Poodleballing: Sport of Kings. At the same time I

started a non-profit organization, PlantAmnesty, to

promote better pruning. Our stated mission was

to “end the senseless torture and mutilation of

trees and shrubs caused by mal-pruning.”

We have succeeded, by and large, in ending

tree topping in Seattle—a task that seemed impos-

sible when we started. To measure our progress,

we analyzed the Yellow Pages ads under “Tree

Services.” In 1999, 60 percent of the display ads

listed topping as a service. (In the real world the

incidence of topping was more like 90 percent

of all the work done on trees.) In 2005 only 20

percent listed topping. In 2010 it had dropped

to zero! I would estimate that about 10 percent

of the work done continues to be topping—not

by tree service companies, but by landscapers

and overzealous homeowners with ladders. It’s

pretty much a rite of spring.We can never let up

educating people to stop topping their trees.

Unfortunately the campaign to end inappro-

priate shrub shearing has gone nowhere. It is

worse today than it was 25 years ago. Shrub

shearing remains ubiquitous in Seattle, across the

country, and around the world. I figure I have

about 10 more good years in me, and I hope to

convince the PlantAmnesty Board to pull out the

stops and go for it. We need to prove it can be

done! The crusade to end shearing, called the

“Shear Madness Campaign,” is work that will have

to be done in addition to our regular duties

—

giving pruning classes, running the referral service

of good gardeners and arborists, facilitating Adopt-

a-Plant (in which people “adopt” others’ unwanted

shrubs), running the Seattle HeritageTree Program

(in which we locate, evaluate and designate the

special trees of Seattle), and the many other activ-

ities that keep us funded and fulfill our mission.

How can we possibly succeed?

With tree topping, our first step was to reach

out to the natural constituency—the gardeners,

garden clubs and garden writers who like

plants—and heighten their awareness of the

problem. I must have given the “Slideshow of

Pruning Horrors” to hundreds of garden clubs.We

alerted the public through our humorous and

informative “Hall of Shame” booth (which features

photo-posters showing the consequences of bad

pruning) at the Northwest Flower and Garden

Show. The local arborists, who knew good

pruning, supported us in word, deed and funding.

The State gave us funding for public service

announcements on TV, for brochures, and for

DVDs. And the media (TV radio and newspapers)

came to us, intrigued by our name and mission.

Their coverage worked to reach hundreds of

Opposite: A. Junipers sheared down into their dead zones will never resprout.

B. Not everything that is sheared is topiary.

C. Abelias respond to shearing with waterspouts.

D. The natural branch structure on this Japanese maple is now ruined.
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thousands of people with the

good-pruning word, and it did so

for absolutely free. We wrote

letters to weather forecasters,

media horticulturists and

reporters, who recommended

topping at the time. When we

started our crusade, tree topping

was synonymous with tree

pruning. Slowly we changed

public perception of topping so

that it was no longer regarded as an acceptable

practice.

Tree topping is bad and wrong, and it

shouldn’t be done because it is bad for health

and safety of trees, and it’s hard on the pocket-

book. It just doesn’t work in the long run to make

a tree safer or shorter. The opposite, in fact, is

true. Shrub shearing is also bad, and it’s wrong,

and it shouldn’t be done because it is bad for the

health of shrubs. It causes water sprout re-growth,

which looks awful and gets exponentially worse

every time a shrub is pruned, therefore costing

more money. The ill-effects of shearing are

delayed, but it will and does kill plants. Long

before they die, they will become unwieldy balls

of crowded branches, deadwood and dead leaves,

with a nuisance of water sprouts that demand

constant attention. A well-planned landscape is

practically immortal, as long as it is weeded and

watered. I have watched with sadness as many

fine landscapes have been sheared to death over

the course of a decade or more. And how

annoying it must be for the designers to see their

carefully selected and placed plants ruined by

overzealous, uninformed, well-meaning workers.

Shrub shearing should be disallowed on the basis

of waste alone: It is a waste of time, money and

plant material. Hundreds of thousands of plants

are being ruined, everywhere, all the time.

But there is a problem. Whereas tree topping

looks horrible to the average person, sheared

shrubs are attractive to the untrained eye. I

remember when I worked on the grounds crew

of the Seattle Parks Department. I was riding up

Queen Anne Hill in a green truck with my boss

when we drove past one of those

goofy-sheared yards. My boss said

in disgust, “Sheared to within an

inch of their lives!” I thought to

myself, “He sure is a party pooper.

I think they look cool, and their

health seems fine to me.” Now it’s

30 years later, and I’m married to

that guy and running a non-profit

to end shrub shearing. These days

I think of the love of sheared

shrubbery as an early awareness and appreciation

of plants. It is a stage that should be passed

through quickly on the journey of garden appre-

ciation. Sort of like when I was a little girl and

liked pink unicorns. One needs to mature and

develop a more sophisticated appreciation of

what plants do.

The problem is not only that shearing looks

good, it is also that there are times and places

where shearing is the right sort of pruning to do:

formal hedges, real topiary and tamamono (the

sheared lower-story plants in authentic Japanese

gardens). But in these cases, as with all forms of

pruning art, the species is chosen specifically for

this purpose. Training starts young and is guaran-

teed for the life of the plant, which is designed

and installed for just such a purpose. You don’t

just go outside one day and turn your forsythia

into a duck. Everything that is sheared is not

topiary. Species criteria for good topiary are plants

that have small leaves, spaced close together, that

are tough enough to take it, that break bud on

bare wood and hopefully don’t do anything else

very interesting (like flower).

Because some people like how it looks, and

because there are instances where shearing is the

correct thing to do, there is a widespread misper-

ception that it is just an alternate kind of pruning.

Really, just a personal preference. And we are

being plant snobs to try to take away these

people’s source of amusement? After all, what

gives us the right to impose our own aesthetic

on others?And what about those laborers working

as unskilled gardeners? What are they going to

do for a living?

"The i 1

1 -effects

of s hear ing

are delayed,

but it will

and does kill

p 1 ants."
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To that I say, it isn’t an

alternate kind of pruning. Or

maybe it is, but only insofar as it

is the wrong kind of alternate

pruning. A leading arborist from

the Western Chapter of the

International Society of Arbori-

culture recently said to me that the

common practice of tree topping

in Italy is “a tree management

system.” Well, I guess so, but it is

the wrong tree management system.A friend who

visited the South heard a tour guide refer to

slavery as an economic system. I guess that’s true

too. But to complete the sentence, it is an unten-

able economic system. If there were just a few

crazy over-sheared yards out there, I guess we’d

just call it folk art and move on. But shearing is

everywhere. I mean everywhere! I went out to

take a photo of a selectively pruned commercial

site, and after driving around for two hours, I

couldn’t find one. There is just block after block

of sheared landscapes. It’s really depressing. We’ve

got to do something. But first off, the natural

constituency of plants—that’s the Arboretum

Foundation, all garden clubs, Master Gardeners and

media horticulturists—need to fully understand in

their hearts and minds that shearing isn’t an

optional kind of pruning. It’s just plain wrong.

Wrong and bad, and it shouldn’t be done.You are

not being a meanie to tell the condo manager, or

the golf club manager, or the Park Department that

they need to require all non-hedge plants to be

selectively pruned. You are just being responsible.

But what about Olga who lives next door

and proudly shears her forsythia every year. We

don’t want to hurt her feelings, do we? I’ve been

doing this a long time, and what I have found

is that people who already shear don’t get upset.

When they run across our literature, see the

slideshow or pass by the booth, there seems to

some sort of protective mechanism in place.

They either 1) dismiss PlantAmnesty as just a

bunch of overbearing kooks, or 2) conclude that

their yard is actually topiary, and a damn fine

specimen at that. And that’s fine with us. We

simply want to educate those

who are yet uncommitted to

request selective pruning and

reject shearing. Landscape compa-

nies who shear sometimes

welcome the chance to get out

of the rut. Some company

owners, however, can get pretty

upset when you tell them what

they have been doing is wrong.

There is an old saying, “the truth

will set you free, but first it will piss you off.”

They will get over it. Sometimes the bosses

understand selective pruning but have a hard

time controlling the shearing maniac found on

all ground crews everywhere. This person needs

to be stopped. And as for those poor unskilled

laborers, there is no reason they can’t learn

selective pruning too. Then they can become

skilled labor and charge more for their services.

This is why it is so critical for PlantAmnesty to

continue and expand our education outreach

program.

The “Shear Madness Campaign” is going to be

a lot harder to run than the “Anti-Topping

Crusade.” As stated above, the main reason is that

shearing is perceived as a style or philosophy of

pruning, not as something that doesn’t work. It

will also be practically impossible to get grant

funding. And since the gardening movement

collapsed and newspapers ceased to be the main

source of information, our media outreach is more

difficult too. Up until now it has been the easiest,

fastest, cheapest way to change the body of public

knowledge. I am an analogue woman in a digital

world and cannot fathom how Facebook and

Twitter can help change common knowledge.

Perhaps help is out there. We won’t know until

we try. And try we will. It will take perseverance,

money, creativity and the ability to withstand

being perceived as intolerant. Wish us luck!

"The truth

wi 1 1 set

you free,

but first

it wi II piss

you off."
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Summer Pruning Light

Illustrations and Text by Christina Pfeiffer

mid-July walk through the garden,

collecting cuttings for an arrange-

ment: Here, a stem of bold green

leaves stands out amid the glowing, white varie-

gations of a Japanese maple. Snip. Over there,

arrow-straight shoots head skyward from the

base of a contorted filbert. Snip. A tight cluster

of five water sprouts crowd around an old

pruning wound on a crabapple. Snip. Snip.

Snip.

With just a few well-timed, well-placed

pruning cuts, these garden plants will grow into

good form with less effort. But many gardeners

are confused, even fearful, of pruning trees and

shrubs during the summer season—and there

are good reasons to be cautious. Yet some of

those reasons make summer an ideal time of

year to address certain kinds of pruning objec-

tives.

Go with the flow

Early spring growth is urged along with the

strong upward flow of sap. That early burst of

growth is fueled by a potent supply of

moisture and stored energy from the roots.

Once that first flush of growth subsides, sugars

produced from photosynthesis move back

into the plant for storage and other plant

Above: Snip out the solid-green stems as soon as they appear

or risk losing variegation throughout the whole plant.
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Above: Unwanted suckers at the base of a tree are best removed while they are new
and easily rubbed off by hand.

Below: Pull the soil away to cut root suckers off cleanly at their base (1)

Clusters of shoots formed on old suckers that were previously cut back to short stubs (2).
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functions. As the growing season progresses,

the predominant flow of energy shifts away

from the shoot tips and buds, and into the

stems and roots. The timing of a pruning cut

in this seasonal cycle influences the plant’s

growth response.

After a dormant-season pruning cut is made,

the typical response is vigorous growth from

nearby dormant buds and small shoots. This

makes dormant-season pruning ideal when lots

of new shoot growth is the goal, say for renova-

tion pruning or maintaining young stems on

shrubs that bloom on new wood. This timing is

less ideal when it comes to managing an

overabundance of water sprouts or rampant

shoot growth that invites more frequent pruning

efforts. This is where summer pruning comes

in.

Reduction cuts: To reduce the length or height of

a stem, locate the pruning cut back to a strong

lateral stem that is shorter and large enough in

diameter to serve as a new leader.

Keep the growth slow and

the pruning light

Summer-season pruning results in a more

modest and subdued growth response.

Because removing leaf and stem areas

decreases the amount of energy the plant can

produce, heavy pruning in summer can stunt

or weaken overall growth. This is not the time

to consider renovation pruning. But light

pruning in summer provides the advantage of

reducing the proliferation of undesired shoots.

Light pruning means the removal of just a few

stems, maybe up to 10 percent of the total

leaf area of a vigorous plant.The general timing

to do light pruning is after shoot expansion

has slowed and the plant has had some time

to store new energy. Pruning done soon after

shoot expansion ends tends to have a stronger

dwarfing effect than pruning done later in the

summer. Pruning out a little at a time over a

few weeks is another option and is a helpful

way to remove new errant-shoot growth while

it is still small.

Best pruning work for summer

The dwarfing effect of summer pruning is

probably used to greatest advantage in

suppressing the repeated growth of water

sprouts and suckers on garden trees such as

crabapples (Malus sp.), hawthorns (Crataegus

sp.) and Magnolia.Where water sprouts appear

in clusters on a stem, removing only some of

them will help decrease the immediate flush of

replacement shoots that occur when all the

sprouts are removed at once. Leave one or two

of those sprouts to train as new lateral side

shoots on that branch. This not only helps

reduce the flush of repeat sprouts but retains

needed leaf area on the inside of the canopy.

Take a careful look at the shoots appearing

from the root area. If the leaves look different

than the rest of the plant, it is likely root stock.

Root stock sprouts are most easily and effec-

tively removed as soon as they appear, when

they are soft enough to be rubbed off by hand.
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Above: To suppress the repeated

growth of dense watersprouts,

wait until summer and remove

only some of the sprouts. Train

the rest to be small lateral stems.

Left: To promote healthy wound
closure, make a 3-part cut just

outside the branch collar. An
undercut (1) will prevent long,

damaging tears in the bark. Cut

from the top outside the undercut

(2) to remove the heavy weight

of the limb. Make a clean finish

cut (3) along the outside of the

branch collar. Don’t cut into new
wood that has grown over a dead

branch (left).
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Once root stock sprouts gain size, they are more

difficult to remove and suppress. Left to grow,

they will certainly deform, if not overtake, the

grafted top.

Another type of shoot that can ruin a desired

plant form is the reverted stem. These stems are

shoots that shift back to the genetics of the

original form.You will see this in the solid-green

leaves on a variegated form or as the horn of

typical spruce foliage poking through the finer

leaves on a dwarf Alberta spruce (Picea glauca

‘Conica’).The longer the reverted shoots remain,

the more that will follow. And if too much of

the plant changes back, it is less likely that it

can be restored to the desired selection with

pruning.

Scheduling some pruning tasks for summer

can lighten the overall workload for maintaining

hedges and espaliers. Vigorous woody vines such

as Wisteria
,
grape (Vitis sp.) or hardy kiwi

(Actinidia) can send out alarmingly long shoots

during the growing season. Pruning those wild

shoots back to the main stems in summer will

help contain their growth and form. Prune

Wisteria after it blooms at least one more time,

and then again in late summer to keep the vines

manageable and ready for next season’s work.

Summer follow-up

Trees, shrubs and woody vines that were cut

back hard in the dormant season will benefit

from summer pruning to tame wild or excess

shoot growth. A multi-stem shrub that froze or

was pruned back to the ground will typically

produce a very dense crop of new stems. Thin

those stems out to be far enough apart to lay

an open lopper head between them. This

typically provides good spacing for sturdy stem

development and will make future pruning

easier. Thick crops of water sprouts on tree

branches can be tamed with selective light

pruning in both the dormant and summer

season. Woody vines that are pruned through

the summer to maintain size and keep overly

long shoots at bay will be easier to work on

and require less pruning during the coming
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dormant pruning cycle.

Dormant-season-only pruning of fruit trees

used to be the standard routine, but Washington

State University Mt. Vernon Experiment Station

experts now promote a program of pruning

modestly in winter, followed by a summer

rotation of pruning and training for apple, pear

and stone fruit trees.

Summer is also an ideal time to “tame the

wild hairs”—those errant shoots that grow out

of scale with the rest of the plant. Prune trees

and shrubs now for clearance and visibility for

longer-lasting results. Dead and damaged limbs

can be removed now as well.

Avoiding pest problems

Summer pruning is not ideal for some trees

species.The cherry bark tortrix, a borer insect

which mates between June and late August

and is attracted to fresh wounds, has made

summer pruning for ornamental and fruiting

cherries less than ideal. It is a similar case

for elms, which are vulnerable to elm bark

beetles carrying Dutch elm disease, and for

some species of mature pines in locations

where bark beetle infestations have been

high.

Using the right cuts

No matter what time of year, good pruning

results depend on well-placed, clean cuts made

with good sharp tools. Most of the pruning

described here is best achieved with cuts made

cleanly at the point of attachment, or back to

Above: Reduction cuts were used to shrink this Daphne ‘Carol Mackie’ (left).

After thinning out some of the longest stems, the profile is smaller,

there is good air and light circulation to the interior,

and the natural form is retained (right).
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To keep prostrate shrubs within bounds, remove the longest stems to a point of attachment

far to the inside of the plants. Before (left) and after (right).

The finished plant retains its natural form and will need pruning less often.

WellsAVedinaNURSERY
JoJhere hardeners Stooj

5 Acres of Superior Quality Plants
Perennials • Annuals • Shrubs • Roses

Rhododendrons • Japanese Maples

Reference Library • Knowledgeable Staff • Display Gardens

Demonstration Containers

425.454.1853

8300 NE 24th Street • just off 520 in Medina, WA
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a lateral stem that is at least one-third the

diameter of the stem that is to be removed.

On a tree or large shrub, that means placing

the cut along the edge of the branch collar

—

the slightly swollen area where a branch is

attached to the main trunk. On multi-stem

shrubs, especially those with arching forms, it

is usually more effective to remove the entire

stem back to base or soil level than to simply

shorten it. To remove root suckers, pull mulch

and soil away in order to cut shoots off right

at their bases (multiple shoots can grow back

even from a short stub). Remove soft, new

suckers and water sprouts while they are small

enough to simply rub off.

While there are a wide variety of plants and

pruning goals that may be addressed during

summer, the pruning for each of them should

be done with a light touch: The beauty of

summer pruning is that less is more. And that

handful of snipped stems might just contribute

nicely to a summer arrangement. 0^

Christina Pfeiffer is a horticulture consul-

tant and speaker. She is an ISA Certified Arborist

and has been teaching pruning at Edmonds

Community College since 2004. Chris

completed a Master’s Degree in Urban

Horticulture at the University of Washington

and served as the Arboretum’s horticulturist

from 1988 to 2002. She is a member of the

“Bulletin” Editorial Board.

Landscape Architecture 206 .325.6877

Urban Design bergerpartnership.com

Arboretum Shop
WASHINGTON PARK ARBORETUM

Spring Gift ideas
• New botanical jewelry—handcrafted from

real leaves and flowers by local artist Marise

Miville

• Arboretum honey—fresh batch produced

by the Puget Sound Beekeepers Association

• “The Beautiful Edible Garden”—design

a stylish space using vegetables, fruits, and

Ten percent discount for Foundation members
OPEN 10 am-4 pm Daily

Pacific Office Automation

thanks the many dedicated

employees and volunteers

whose hard work makes it

possible for all of us to

enjoy the Arboretum.

D
PACIFIC OFFICE AUTOMATION

— PROBLEM SOLVED —

www. PacificOffice. com
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HANDMADE STONE: Making Hypertufa
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Containers
By Jan Kowalczewski

Whitner

Photographs by

Steve Whitner

ypertufa is a combination of

cement, peat moss and sand that

is mixed with water to shape

plant containers that look like molded stone.

We don’t know for certain, but it’s generally

believed that hypertufa mix was developed by

English gardeners growing alpines and rock

plants.

Early Days

Growing alpine and rock plants became a

trend in gardening circles in England in the

late 19th and early 20th century. Because

alpines and rock plants require sharp

drainage and like to nestle their roots near

stone, early efforts to cultivate them in wood

if'
*

’

]•. V *£

Stone troughs decorate a spring garden in

Normandy, France.
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and clay containers met with limited

success. Starting in the late 19th century,

gardeners discovered that stone sinks from

old cottage kitchens, and roughly carved

limestone and sandstone troughs used to

feed and water livestock, made ideal

containers for alpines and rock plants

because they replicated, to a great degree,

the plants’ natural growing environment.

Soon these specialized gardeners began

scouring the English countryside for the

prized sinks and troughs. (One gardener

used a seven-foot-long Anglo-Saxon stone

sarcophagus for his alpines.) In a short time

they became rather rare.

At a point in the early 1930s, someone

developed the hypertufa mix to satisfy the

continuing and increasing demand for stone,

or stone-like, containers. The sand and peat

moss recreate the porous growing environ-

ment of the natural sandstone and

limestone. And like the true stone texture

of troughs and sinks, the stone-like texture

of hypertufa sets off the colors, textures and

forms of alpines and rock plants to perfec-

tion.

Making Hypertufa Containers

The following provides information on the

molding process, tools and recipes used to

create hypertufa containers:

Where?

A basement that is dry and heated, and

where it does not matter if the floor gets

wet, is the ideal space for making hypertufa

containers.

Molds

For making small hypertufa containers, use

old rubber dish pans, kitty litter boxes,

plastic plant containers, reinforced

cardboard boxes, or any item that has a

size and shape suitable for growing alpines

and rock plants.

Tools

For molding, you will need:

• thick rubber gloves, preferably with

long sleeves, to protect your skin against

the cement;

• a container to measure ingredients (an

old two-gallon bucket with quantities

marked out in quarts on the sides is good);

• a large, shallow container for mixing

the dry ingredients together;

• a watering can;

• plastic garbage bags, sized appropri-

ately to accommodate your mold;

• and three or four short dowels with

at least a one-inch diameter—used to

create drainage holes in the bottom of the

container once the hypertufa mix has

been poured into it.

For “texturizing" the hypertufa-mix surface,

once it has dried, use:

• a wire brush

• and a chisel.

Ingredients

The basic ingredients in the hypertufa mix

are cement, sand and peat moss:

• CEMENT—Use Portland cement

rather than pre-mix cement, since premix

contains gravel and therefore results in a

coarse and unattractive texture on the

finished container.

• SAND—Mason’s sand is preferable to

coarser grades of sand because it bonds

more closely to the cement. (Perlite or

vermiculite is sometimes substituted for the

sand; it’s a matter of personal taste, but I

feel the sand delivers a much more attrac-

tive and natural look.)

• PEAT MOSS—Use milled peat moss,
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and sift it to remove remaining chunks and

twigs.

Recipes

The texture of a finished container depends

upon the proportions of cement, sand and

peat moss used to make it. The following

recipe results in a porous texture like tufa

stone:

• one part Portland cement

• one part Mason’s sand

• two parts milled peat moss

The next recipe results in a denser texture,

like sandstone:

• one part Portland cement

• one and one-half parts sand

• one and one-half parts peat moss

If you decide to experiment with different

proportions from the ones given here,

measure ingredients by volume rather than

by weight.

Mixing and Molding

Now that all the ingredients and equipment

are gathered, you are ready to start making

hypertufa containers:

1. Cover the mold with thin sheets of

plastic (garbage bags work well), wherever

they might come in contact with the hyper-

tufa mixture.

2. Mix the milled peat moss and sand

together. Then add the cement and mix

together again.

3. Start adding water to the dry mixture,

a little at a time, stirring each time. Make the

mixture fairly dry, just moist enough to bind

the materials together.

4. Fill the bottom of the container until

the mixture is one and one-half inches deep.

Press the mix down firmly to eliminate air

pockets. Then use the dowels to carve out

drainage holes. Next, build two-inch-deep walls

on each side of the container, pressing the mix

firmly to the sides.

3. Let the mix sit and dry for 48 hours. If

the weather is especially hot and dry, check

the mix within 24 hours and sprinkle a few

drops of water over its surface.You are waiting

for the molded mix to be dry enough that it

doesn’t fall apart when you pick it up, but

not so dry that it is hard to “weatherize” it. It

is ready when, as the eminent alpinist Lincoln

Foster describes it, the surface is “so firm that

it cannot be dented with a finger but still soft

enough to be scratched with a fingernail.”

Weatherizing

Weatherizing the container is a satisfying

step because it gives hypertufa the texture

and look of real stone. Follow these steps:

1. Unmold the hypertufa container and

remove any plastic sheeting that adheres to it.

2. Take a chisel and gouge the container

surface with it, like a sculptor striking and

chiseling stone. Then use a wire brush to

scour the surface.

3. Brush off any clinging bits of sand or

other debris with an old paintbrush.

4. Place the container in an undisturbed

place, out of direct sunlight and where it will

not freeze.

5. Let the container cure for six weeks,

then flush it out thoroughly to remove the

remaining chemicals from the cement.

Now you have a perfect container for your

precious alpines and rock plants—one that

makes them look “at home”—as if they are

cradled by rock in a mountain landscape.^

Jan Kowalczewski Whitner is the

current editor of the “Bulletin.”
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Visit the Japanese Garden this Spring
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pring is among the loveliest

seasons at the Japanese

Garden. Blooms, koi,

sweeping pines and rocks like

mountain crags: Experience them

all at the Garden in spring. Two

long-time Arboretum appreciators

recently sent in this photograph of

themselves and their children at the

Japanese Garden some years ago.

Rick Matsen took the photo-

graph and Anne Matsen writes: “We

have lived in Montlake for the past

41 years raising three children,

including our daughters Susanna

and Laura in the photo. We started

out as runners in the 70s, going

from home and taking the high trail

to the turnaround where Pacific

Connections Garden meets the road

today. Now I walk from home to the

Witt Winter Garden with friends to

see and smell the wonderful

seasonal plants. I also take friends

often to theJapanese Garden.” Anne

concludes that last year her

husband “contributed to the

Arboretum Foundation to adopt a

bench in the Witt Winter Garden.”

V
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A Garden Tour to Cuba
Photographs and Captions by Janine Anderson

A Photo Essay of Cuba’s Plants and Landscapes

LEFT: The flamboyant tree (Delonix

regia), a member of the pea (Fabaceae)

family, is native to Madagascar, but is

found throughout the warmer regions of

the world and has naturalized in many

areas, including Cuba. Its brilliant flowers

and fine, fern-like foliage make it a

stunning sight in the landscape, but its

invasive nature and brittle branches

make it a mixed blessing.

BELOW: The grounds of the colonial-era

National Institute for Research on

Tropical Agriculture near Havana featured

a courtyard surrounded by lush plantings,

including palms. Cuba has more than 30

different species of palm. The bust in the

center is of Jose Marti, a Cuban national

hero and an important figure in Latin

American literature.



ABOVE LEFT: A stand of royal palm

(Roystonea regia) in the National

Botanical Garden near Havana. Royal

palms grow singly or in large clumps.

Considered the “king of palms,” they

can reach over 80 feet tall and are

Cuba’s national tree. Their waterproof

fronds are used for roof thatch, and

birds favor their black fruit.

ABOVE RIGHT: Flowering bromeliads attach

to a tree on the grounds of the former Buena

Vista coffee plantation in the Las Terrazas

region west of Havana. Bromeliads get nutrients

from stored water combined with decayed organic

matter.

INSET: Cuba boasts several hundred species of orchids and an unknown number awaiting discovery. This

orchid is one of approximately 700 species from around the world on view at the Orquideario (orchid

garden) Soroa, sited on a limestone-laced slope in the hilly area around Soroa west of Havana.
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LEFT: The remote Mil

Cumbres region in

western Cuba has a

high concentration of

endemics. On a

guided hike, we saw

Microcycas calocoma
,

a cycad found only in

this area. Microcycas

calocoma is the only

species in its genus,

and there are only

about 600 specimens

in existence!

ABOVE: The Vinales Valley in the

Pinar del Rio region of western

Cuba is dotted with tobacco

farms, many of which date back

over 100 years, and is surrounded

by reddish limestone formations

known as mogotes. The leaves of the

pink-flowered tobacco plant

(Nicotiana tabacum) are dried and used

to make Cuba’s famous cigars.

INSET RIGHT: The large

and colorful flowers of

hibiscus were so preva-

lent throughout Cuba

that UWBG director

Sarah Reichard took

the opportunity to

point out the repro-

ductive parts of the

flashy flowers. This

showy specimen was

in the small and eclectic

Jardin Botanico de Caridad

in Vinales.

Janine Anderson, CPH, is an award-winning landscape designer (www.andersondesign.net),

member of the “Bulletin” Editorial Board and long-time Arboretum guide.

Note: Readers of Janine ’s article will be interested in finding a fuller version of it published in a

new online feature, the “Bulletin Archive” page. This will be a dedicated archive in which we

publish two selected articles from each issue, starting with tills, the spring 2013 edition. The

“Bulletin” has its own page at the Web site www.arboretumfoundation.org.
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New Books by

Pacific Northwest Writers

—

Continued!

By Brian R. Thompson

ack in the 1990s, when I first began

reviewing garden books by Pacific

Northwest authors, the list of new

books each year was quite short. I easily could

fit them into one column of “In a Garden Library
”

every fall.

However, the times have changed—for the

better— as the number of regional authors, and

their collective rate of publication, have increased

dramatically. I have several new titles on my

review cart, as well as a couple of older titles that

have been added to the collection of the Miller

Library— all since the last issue of the “Bulletin.”

Giving some Design to your

Veggie Garden

“Edible Landscaping” is not your typical

vegetable gardening book.You will not find an A-

Z encyclopedic listing of popular vegetables, nor

is there much cultural information specific to

each crop. Instead, this is a garden design book

with an eye to making edible plants the key

feature.

Author Senga Lindsay, a

landscape designer

and gardener in North

Vancouver, B.C., challenges

and encourages you, the

home garden

er, to take charge of

your garden’s appearance.

Lindsay assumes that you

don’t want your “
. . .yard to

look like a ‘dog’s breakfast’—messy, unkempt and

utilitarian.” After outlining basic planning steps,

she presents 15 different model gardens, each

with detailed plans, lists of needed supplies, and

step-by-step procedures for installation.

These plans range from the traditional row

garden to green roofs and walls to parking strips.

Your garden may need to satisfy a gourmet chef

or accommodate a disabled gardener or engage

young children. This book addresses all with the

same level of detail. While you can follow one

plan to the letter, you can easily blend the

elements from each, as needed.

Gardens of the First Nations

Gardens have taken many forms, depending

on the time and culture nurturing them.“Gardens

Aflame” considers the gardens created by the

indigenous people of the greater Victoria area

before the arrival of Europeans.At first, we might

not recognize these spaces as gardens, but the

Garry Oak (Quercus garryana) meadows were

carefully maintained to

provide valuable camas

roots (Camassia quamash

and C. leichtlinii), a staple

of the native diet.

Maleea Acker takes a

keen interest in the history

of these meadows and the

efforts to preserve and

restore them.As one would

expect, these are under
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threat from expanding development and invasive

species. But another challenge comes as the native

people can no longer provide the management

that kept more aggressive native species

(especially Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii

)

from encroaching.

“Meadows were kept clear by the Coast Salish

for thousands of years before the arrival of

Europeans, and served as a food source for many

First Nations up and down the west coast and

into the Interior.”While camas was the main crop,

other plants were also harvested, and the gardens

became important places for people to gather,

just as they are today.

Other examples of similar land and environ-

mental management are found in “From the Hands

of a Weaver,” a history of basket making on the

Olympic Peninsula, edited by Jacilee Wray.

Gardening was an important part of this craft as

“.. .sophisticated techniques conducted by indige-

nous cultures altered the landscape, the species

composition, and individual plants, ensuring that

the highest-quality basketry materials were contin-

uously available for use.

Several plants were used in this craft, ranging

from the mighty cedars (Thuja plicata) to more

humble beargrass (Xeropbyllum tenax), but all

required intimate knowledge of these plants for

the best results. I found the practices used by the

different tribes, from plant selection and harvest

to the design and production of the baskets, very

engaging.

Home on the Urban Farm

“Garlic! Grow West of the Cascades” is a

charming and infectious little book that will make

you eager to grow lots of this culinary staple. At

least, that was my reaction as Frank Parente has

an enthusiasm rarely matched by other garden

writers. Based on Whidbey Island, but channeling

his garden-loving Italian ancestors on both sides

of his family tree, he writes to “...cover some

pointers that will ensure success in wet and

humid Western Washington.”

You will need these pointers, as the many

varieties of garlic require specialized handling for

optimum results. But don’t worry; the author

takes you carefully through the many selections.

He also spares no detail on soil preparation,

planting, harvesting, curing and storing, all supple-

mented with his instructive photographs and

diagrams. You’re in good hands!

Speaking of enthusiasm, Jennie P. Grant

brings a full measure to “City Goats,” a combi-

nation how-to manual, goat-keeping manifesto,

and love story, made all the better by its Seattle

setting. While much of the care-giving informa-

tion would apply to goats anywhere, the author’s

campaign to legalize her herd is especially

compelling because of its local connections.

I’m not likely to start my own herd, but I

couldn’t help getting hooked by the exploits and

personalities of Brownie, Snowflake, Maple and

Eloise. Is this a gardening book? Perhaps not, as

the author makes it very clear that your goats and

your roses are not good companions. However as

the model of the urban farm continues to flourish,

you may embrace having your own source of

milk and veggies—from securely separated sites,

of course.

From a publisher, a bit out of the region but

very familiar to us all, is “The One-Block Feast”

by Margo True and the staff of “Sunset Magazine.”

Essentially this is a scrapbook of the an on-going

experiment to grow, harvest, prepare and cook a

full menu, all from very local sources—at the

Menlo Park, California campus of this long-time

fount of wisdom for gardeners throughout the

West.

While one must make modifications for the

Pacific Northwest (a calendar of regionally

adjusted planting and harvesting dates in the

appendix is a good resource), you can’t help but

come away full of ideas from reading this book.

The staff formed teams by food type and weren’t

afraid to tackle almost anything—from honey to

cheese or from beer to olive oil. I thought the

stories of “Team Salt” and “Team Escargot” were

the most intriguing...

New Tips on Pruning

Cass Turnbull needs no introduction to our
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readers, and a new book by her is a cause for

celebration. Her “Guide to Pruning” is now avail-

able in its third edition—with three added

chapters, including a much-needed essay on

“Taming the Native-Plant Garden.” She also

addressed an impressive list of new plants not

considered in the earlier editions, including

“whackables” such as Lavatera and Perovskia. Oh,

how I wish I had read about the dangers of

whacking too soon—before making my mid-

February cutbacks in my own garden.

The Miller Library recently added a bit of

vintage Turnbull, her 1988 publication “It’s a

Jungle Out There! ’’This collection of essays—from

the time of the founding of Plant Amnesty—give

some perspective and appreciation for the

success of her efforts in educating the public and

professionals on proper tree and shrub care.

While not available to borrow, this book is worth

looking at for its history and, especially, its

charming diagrams.
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